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About This Game

Breen Origins aims to bring a fun experience to the FPS genre. It is a back to basics, boots on the ground game, where the only
thing that matters is your skill and how you choose to use it. This is a multiplayer experience where players can play game

modes like Gun Race, Team deathmatch, Capture the flag or Free-For-All Modes.

Breen Origins is built with Unity and will expand throughout the Early Access period.

"Never turn your back on a Breen."
—Romulan maxim (DS9 episode: "By Inferno's Light")
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Title: Breen Origins
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Breen Studios
Publisher:
Breen Studios
Release Date: Coming Soon

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i3 8130U(2Cores, 2.3GHz) or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 730 or equivalent

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 13 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX-compatible using the latest drivers

English
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Update 0.17:

 Quests

 New secret faction

. Audio Remaster is here!:
We've just published a substantial game update that includes sound-level fixes, and remastered dialogue audio for sharper and
clearer sound quality.

Audio Fixes

Fix for sound level issues

Remastered dialogue for sharper and clearer sound

Other audio errors corrected

Other Bug Fixes

The notorious 'Spotlight' bug is squashed

Fixed bug that would prevent True Detective and Limericks achievements unlocking

All unlockable comics and articles now available in the Extras section

Further game optimises and fixes

. Patch 1.14: The community patch:
Together with the Wings of Vi community, a lot of quality of life changes and fixes have been made - along with a new
modifier: the mirror mode. This'll flip the screen horizontally, but also flip your controls. This means, that the world will be
backwards but you'll still control as normal.

Just wanted to use this time to say thanks to all the support the game has gotten over the years - and is still getting. It meant that I
could do game development fulltime, at least for now, and it's been the best time in my life. I'm still working on Roah, which is
still slated for late 2017 - early 2018 (But it's done when it's done).

Changelog:
- Added a new modifier: Mirrored.
- Ira found her halo in the heart of the baneful.
- Inconsistency with fluttering and jumping fixed.
- Camera will now scroll properly when off-screen in the Azurel boss fight.
- Fireguys/charrers/materializers can't be hit while invisible and becomes vulnerable more quickly after teleporting.
- The Staff of Purity now correctly starts with all purity orbs stored.
- Several enemies no longer trigger the melee attack, since they are immune.
- Can now get back from secret places in the Floating Keep.
- Flame cracks in the underworld should no longer incorrectly time their animations.
- Electram no longer glows after enrage.
- Pr'gora no longer shows more damage taken than what Vi has dished out.
- Vi no longer leaves behind her stuff as she goes into the portal to the Floating Keep.
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- The spikes in Jeh'Oul's face goes away when he dies.
- Electram doesn't move horizontally when he dies.
- Several cutscenes are now skippable.
- Wolves no longer rarely and randomly turn invisible.
- Score screen now correctly retrieves your fastest time.
- Skipping the darkheim watch cutscene doesn't trigger the menu anymore.
- That one spider in the spider grove doesn't despawn anymore and will fight alongside his brethren once again.
- Ancient Spike Construct's enraged middle laser attack will now start on the opposite side of Vi.
- Centaurs in the Underworld will now properly spawn when reaching multiple of them after not dying.
- Levers in the Chambers will now properly reset when respawning with the Life Orb.
- Brutes will now properly reset when respawning with the Life Orb.
- The fire from the death of rock trolls will now always deal damage.
- The mouse cursor should now be hidden at all times.
- Loading times on Windows 10 should be better.

Updated later on:
- Myougi no longer deals contact damage on demon mode difficulty.. Hotfix - Floating player:
Hey folks,

Another quick hotfix.

Bug Fixes

 Fixed a bug that would cause the player to float around and become unable to interact.

Changes

 Tweaked the market economy a bit

Cheers,
Stardog.. Finally - a GROUP!:
Hi everybody,

We have finally created a group for everyone that like our titles.

http://steamcommunity.com/groups/alawargames

Please, go on and join it! We plan to have contests, free giveaways and definitely are happy to answer any questions you have!. 
Spriter R8 Released!:
Hello everyone. Here is the release of Spriter B8. This release contains some minor additions and bug fixes. Enjoy!

Spriter Release 8
Released 5/25/2016

Additions and Enhancements

Image packing dialog now remembers previous settings
Added ability to add padding (transparent pixels surrounding each image) to spritesheets
Added ability to embed spritesheet information into the scml or scon file. The embedded information is not loadable by
Spriter, but this will allow developers to create implementations that don't require a separate file for texture atlas
information.
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Added the ability to choose whether to save spritesheeted projects as scml or scon
Changed 'overwrite default pivot' to also automatically sets the sprite to default pivot point mode in the current frame

Bug Fixes

Fixed a bug where right-clicking a pivot point and choosing Set to Default Pivot Point, would only set the pivot point to
the default value, but not apply the default pivot point state to the sprite
Fixed a bug where you couldn't drop objects outside of the hierarchy in the hierarchy window to remove them from all
parent bones
Fixed bug where you couldn't edit the pivot point of a spritesheeted image from the file dialog
Fixed bug where creating a spritesheeted project from the imagepacking dialog with multiple spritesheets would create a
project that would load correctly, but had the incorrect folder structure within the file
Fixed a bug where double-clicking a spritesheeted folder in the fileview would open up an empty pivot point editing
widget
Fixed crash when adding a skin to a project
Fixed a bug where right clicking on skin controls would cause the right click menu to pop up. This bug also prevented
the uv skin controls from popping up when double right clicking on skin controls

. aMAZE Easter in Steam Store!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1048080/aMAZE_Easter/

New thematic aMAZE - Game will be available soon)
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